Sign Word Flash Cards

This set of more than 500 cards provides a
basic,
functional
Signed
English
vocabulary in an easy-to-learn, flash-card
format. Each sign/word was carefully
chosen from the Popper Word List
(previously known as the Dolch Sight
Word Vocabulary List), including key
words from The Signed English Starter.
The set also includes the American Manual
Alphabet and numbers 0-12.Each card has
a drawing of a single sign on one side and
the English term it represents on the
reverse. The four-by-six-inch cards are
arranged alphabetically, printed on durable
paper, and come in a sturdy storage box.
Twelve tabs provide for optional category
arrangements of the cards (e.g., actions,
verbs, animals, colors).The accompanying
Activities Booklet gives many ideas for
using the cards. The booklet presents
suggestions for tailoring the cards for
individual needs and lists the 14 sign
markers used in the Signed English system.
A reproducible checklist of the Popper
Words are included in the booklet so that
sign/word mastery can be easily recorded.
Sign/Word Flash Cards are an ideal
teaching tool for teachers and parents alike.

This sight word assessment kit is an excellent way to motivate students to recognize and memorize pre-primer sight
word signs. This resource includes sightEvery card is new and has never been used. eBay!This flashcard and tracker
bundle is an excellent way to motivate students to recognize and memorize asl signs. This resource includes flashcards
as well asResults 1 - 52 of 305 One set of our Specialty Flash Cards in a single PDF file. Here is what you get! 74
American Sign Language Word Flash Cards. Prints 13Sign Babies Flash Cards introduce American Sign Language
(ASL) signs for the words that babies and small children need most. The eye-catching illustrations - 1 min - Uploaded
by Dr. Gerard JabbowSight Words One After the Other in Flash Card Format.Carson-Dellosa Publishing Sign Language
Flash Cards (CD-3927). +. Sign Language: My First 100 Words. +. My First Book Of Sign Language. Total price:
Using sign language flashcards is a great way to retain the ASL youre learning and related words are listed on the
reverse side of each card.The Baby Sign Language Flash Cards are a valuable teaching aide to grow your childs
vocabulary. Each of the 600 flash cards shows the word, an illustration. This product contains sign language flash cards
of 59 common first words that you can teach your child to help him/her communicate better atBarrons 500 Flash Cards
of American Sign Language [Geoffrey S. Poor] on ASL Fingerspelling Word Search Games - 108 Word Search Puzzles
with theResults 1 - The Baby Sign Language Flash Cards are a valuable teaching aide to grow Each of the 600 flash
cards shows the word, an illustration.
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